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RUMANIAN
SIGHTINGS
REVEALED
A fast-flying oval object "radiating

an extremely strong greenish

light" was seen by an airline pilot and cmw ofalargelL-18aircraftover
the Oradea Plain, Rumania, "very close to the Hungarian border," at
8:21 p.m. fin an unspeeiflad date (1967 or I968).
Capt. Benjamin Gahrlan was on a course for Dusseldorf, Germany,
from Mihall Kogainiceanu Airport, at an altitude of about 25,000 feet.
His crewmen, Alexander Nicniescu and M. Constantineseu, also observed
the DFO speeding in the opposite direction, about 100O feet above the
flight ceiling and half a mile to the right of the aircraft. The object was
estimated to be eight to ten feet in diameter and emitted a "dazzling
_eenish light."
"1 continued to watch the luminous object for several seconds until,
with a sudden increase of speed, it disappeared to the west," the prior
stated, according to the August 18, 1968, edition of Dobrogea
Noun.
Capt. Gabrian radioed the Vienna airport and was informed that there
were no aircraft within a 250-mile radius.

Second Airplane Crew Spots Object
A few minutes later the Budapest, Hungary, airport called to report
that another airplane crew saw a similar UFO moving rapidly west, about
two and a half minutes after the Oabrian observation,
"By making note of the point where it was seen the second time,"
Capt. Gahrian stated, "one can establish that the object was travelling at
7500 to 8500 miles per hour, speed impossible for present means of
aerial travel with known sources of propulsive energy."
This and the following reports were sent to us by N1CAP s Rumania
correspondent, Ion Hobana, a science writer for Ziand Scuntea magazine.
Hobana has uneaxthed Rumanian sighting reports dating back more than
40 years, Articles by Hobana in the French magazine, Panorama, detail
impressive sightings by well_tuallfied witnesses. (Staff member Diana
Knop translated the Panorama articles for NICAP.)

Meteorological Station Chief ObservesUFO
At 4 p.m., March 29, 1967, BaLsaStefan, Chief of the meteorological
station at Muntala Semenie, was watching a group of skiers when he saw a
brilliant object hovering in the sky. Looking through binoculars, he
observed a conical form with the side facing the sun shining brightly. He
watched until dusk.
At 7:30 the following morning he saw the lIFO again. At 9:00 it
started zigzagging slowly to the southwest. At 10:00 Stafan alerted
personnel at the neighboring meteorological stations at Calansebes,
Virful, Tsarca and Munta Curtu, who also saw the object.
"It continued to move slowly and make zigzags in the direction of the
southwest until noon, when it disappeared from my view," Stefan said.
At 1 p.m., the UFO was reportedl/ seen by personnel at the
Berzeasco station. At 4 p.m., Stefan saw the object for a third time.
"My colldague Vasiin Cotsei and I were again able to observe it until
just after the sun went down," Stefan said. "The next day the object
reappeared .... The object was observed from five meteorological stations for about 62 hours." "

Independent Witness Reports
Corroborating witnesses stated that the object was tracked by
theodolite while observers watched through binocniam. The UFO "had
the appearance of a geometric cone, the top part facing downwards,
slightly tilted" and was also seen at Resita, about 15 miles away.
Another witness, alerted by Stefan, watched with personnel from the
Munte Cuntu and Caransebes stations.
'q'he object•., at first resembled a sonde balloon," the witness told
Hobana. "'It had a flat cone shape with rounded angles, shaped rather like
anegg. Theobjeet wasa flat white color .... The ideathat itwas a sonde
balloon was given up as the reflaetion of the sun was rather weak, the
vortical movements were irregular, and the horizontal movements were
against
the balloon...lts
wind. These movements
were certainly
notalternately
the characteristic
of a sonde
were
slow andmovements
fast, then
occasionally it stopped completely. I have never seen anything like it in
the course of my meteorological career."

ChickensReact
A sighting involving chickens reacting occurred at 2 p.m., November
22,1967,
at Petxila.
"I suddenly
saw all the chickens in my farmyard running toward me
caelding like lunatics and visibly terrified," reported Ladislau Schmit.
"They were all flying... 1 raised my head and clearly saw a very brilliant
object .... silver or aluminum, in the shape of a disc. The object bulged
slightly and the upper part was dome-like and decorated with small spikes
which made me think of antannae. I called my wife .... The machine was
at an altitude of about 16,000 feet.
"rAt] first...it was completely motionless in the sky, but after about
a moment it began to move slowly. It soon took off at a bewildming speed
toward the northwest and disappeared .... Many persons to whom we
pointed out the disc saw it, as well as some workers who were fixing the
roof of the house in front of us."
After publishing several UFO articles in Rumanian newspapers,
Hobanareceivedreportsfrom all overthe country.
"I conducted investigations..,
of the most interesting eases and have
........a file.., of serious and ttrefutable reports, thejournalist wrot e compded
"It soon appeared that, as elsewhere in the world, the phenomena had
occurred in Rumania over the last 40 years, and especially these last two
years [1967-8]. The observations were not only becoming more
numerous, but they were made in a more setinus manner."

Farmer Sees UFO in 1926
At 1:00 a.m. one morning during the summer of 1926 farmer Ion
Buneseu saw a fiery light hovering for about 10 minutes over Cirtsa. Then
it headed toward him and was so bright that it illuminated the Olt River.
The UFO emitted a whistling sound, and as it passed overhead the
hightaned farmer dove into the tall grass and remained hidden.
"It seemed to be a ship, ten feet long," Bunesan related, three to six
feet wide, dark in the middle and as bright as the full moon at its edges.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Venus.
"Definitely
not," the lawman responded. I'lL was much too large...
and was not in tile direction of Venus. And it moved around."
Tile sheriff said he was well famBiar with Venus from his extensive
night duty patrols.

NICAPO
Staff:
Editor-in-Chief,
tar & Associate

were alerted by tim barking of their dog to a star[angry
bright light
shining in their window at 2 a.m., May 11. The light was close 1o tim
ground, illuminated
the field, and was so bright that Mr. Clraput was
forced to avert his gaze. Tbe UFO tberl suddenly disappeared.
"A soft purring similar to an outboard motor was heard," said H.il.
McKay in his report to NICAP after interviewing
the witnesses. "This
sound gradually faded..,
and all appeared normal."
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P. Chaput,

of Allumette

Island,

Quebec,

Canada,

Tile May 23 edition of the Montreal Gazette reported that three large
circles of singed grass, each measuring 27 feet in d/grouter, were found.
Inside one of the circles were two small burnml trees, which were sent to
th_ Ontario Lands and Forests Department for analysis.
Members are aware that NICAP Ires numerous
physical evidence
reports from all over the world (see special publication
story). Objects
which have left burned areas, holes, searched soads, indentations,
broken
tree branches, etc., have been sighted with regularity for mauy years.
Even the 1896-7 airship era contained
all the outstanding
elements of
reports in our forthcoming special publication-physical
evidence, physiological effects, and animal reactions.

Membership Rates
Domestic membership
and renewal rate for all NICAP nmmbers is
now $8 per year (6 bi-monthl3, issues of the UFO Investigator),
$15 for
two years. Membership and renewal rate for Canada and Mexico is $9 per
year, $17 for two years. Other countries,
$10 per year, $19 for two
years.

Airline Pilot SeesObject Over Yard
At 10:52 a.m., May 5, Capt. William
airline pilot, saw a thin LIFO with a
Heights honm. The object was reflecting
over the tops of the redwood trees in his
"[ItJ

was coming

from

the east,"

Marquardt, a blenlo Park, Calif.,
center nucleus From his Sharon
tile rays of the sun and was just
yard.
the pilot

told a local newspaper

STRUCTURED OBJECT

,eporto
an.itw
, vered
npand
,,own
a.dthou
suddenty
peered
toward the west." Capt. Marquardt's wife was also a witness.

REPORTS CONTINUE

Discs
Pace
Plane

Slrnctrlred object sightings since tile beginning of the year have been
reported
to NICAP from at least I0 states and two foreign countries,

Passenger David Garfinkle
was flying in an Eastern Airlines plane
somewhere over Connecticut between one and 1:15 p,m., April 27, when

Characteristics
include
a plane, train and car pacing; a light that
"blinded"
witnesses; frightened observers; E-M effects; animal reactions;
physical evidence; near-landings; and UFOs that emitted light b_ams and
sounds. Witnesses include an airline pilot, FAA personnal_ policemen, a
forest ranger, a NASA mechanic and an airport employee,
A UFO that caused an animal reaction, paced a train, and shot off
Ught beams was observed at 2:30 a.m., May 24, near Vhm, Calif.
TOm Kitchen, ranch hand, was working the night shift when he
observed an object "as big as a small bus illuminating
a plum orchard
about 150 yards away." The lifo
hovered just over some trees and
manel_vcredaboeelheorehard.
The witness left to awaken his foreman, John Sharp, who said his
"quite upset" dog had already roused him. For about the next hour,
Kitchen, Sharp and Ids wife watcbed
the alternatively
blinking and
dinlming UFO.

he observed a brilliant disc reflecting the sun's rays "like a mirror" off
the port wing of tile plane.
Only a few seconds later several more coin-shaped
objects "snapped
up" to tire first. Th_ UFOs paced the plane, independently
tilting back
and forth, titan sped upward and disappeared.
NICAP adviser Walter Webb submitted
the report.
In Tennessee, a brilliant orange UFO as big as a house "blinded" and
frightened witnesses on May 31. At 1:30 a.m., Jimmy Baird cud Marlba
Lena× were returning home from a mort°in
Memphis when a pill-shaped
object "shot toward thalr car."
"It .... gave off a blistering
bright
light,"
Miss Lenox
stated,
according to the June l edition of the Memphis Commercial Appeal. "It
kept moving toward us so Jiinmy drove away as fast as we could go."
Baird said the object disappeared as they left tile seen_. Cimnglng
their minds, however, they decided in go back, and when tBey did so the
UFO "turned on" agtlin. Tim yellowish-goB[ object, with a "ring blazing

UFO Paces Train
During rids thne, aecordiug to William M. Murphy, who hlvestigated
the incident Ibr NfCAP. (tie ob_cct left tim are:z to p_ce a neJirby lieigbt
train, It returned at a higher altitude.
At 3:45 the witnesses called the sheriff, wbn arrived with two

around it and some dark sections just inside tit;It ring" seemed to be
pacing the automobile,
'lhe couple titan druve to tile home ur Baird's attar, Mrs. Milton
Ballard. blrs. Ibdfard. her daugltter I,inday, and Itahd's mother, blrs. Saul
Baird, accompanied
tile teen-agers to the scenu of tile sighting.
Twenty
ndmttes
later the object returned,
giving off a light that

California highway patrohnen and a Coming policeman. Allsaw the UFO
emil
orange light beams
to the southeast
"at regular
five-second
interwds."

"suddenly
blinded"
the witnesses. The UFO "rolled
and bounced"
toward the car and disappeared
as the frightened
observers sped away
from the scene.

"file sheriff left for a forest service fire stMion. Both he and [I ranger
on duty saw tile box-shaped craft through bilmculars. At 6:30, the UFO.
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HAVE
UFOs
TRIED
TOSIGNAL
US?.
A Suggested Plan That Could Lead To Communication
_leeting or communicating with space beings would be deeply
upsetting for earthmen, in the opinion of Dr. William O. Davis, former
Air Force physicist. During his AF service, Dr. Davis was involved in
preparing public statements on UFOs.
Assuming higher-level beings, Dr. Davis said, they would r_lize that
earthmen's contact with them would pose serious psychological problems
for us. Therefore they would try not to frighten us, but would first get us
accustomed to their presence so we could become prepared for
communication.
The following article, based on reported signaling incidents, includes
opinions and suggestions of engineers, scientists and others who have
seriously studied the problems of communicating with other civilizations,
It does not mean any change in N/CAP's factual investigation of UFO
reports.
* * * * *

Following are suggestions you might follow if you should have the
opportunity.
Suppose you should see the lights or glow of an unknown flying
object as it hovers or slowly maneuvers several hundred feet above your
car. Instead of racing off, pull to one side and stop, with the engine
running. You can try flashing your headlights, and even though they
can't be aimed, this has occasionally brought a response. If you have a
spotlight or flashlight, aim the beam to one side of the object first-some
UFOs have sped away when suddenly caught Jn a bright light.
Make your first signal simpIe-a short, a long, and a short, for
example. If the LIFO answers, switch to a different signal, such as two
shorts and two Longs. Keep on until the UFO either dep_trts or starts to
descend.
Sometimes_ an unknown flying object will come down toward a
stopped car. More than one signaler has lost his nerve, doused the hght
and made a quick getaway. We are not advising anyone to take risks, but

For over a year, reports have been increasing of UFOs answering light
signals flashed by motorists, pilots and persons on foot. This has been
accompanied by a similar increase in reports of powerful light beams,
directed from UFOs at buildings, cars, boats, aircraft and people on the
ground,

several times descending UFOs have stopped and hovered a hundred to
two hundred feet away, affording a good opportunity to continue the
signals. If you can stick it out, keep on trying to get answers.
In case you are paced at close range, alarm probably will blot out any
thought of signaling. In many recorded cases, people of ordinarily high
courage have panicked and tried to outrace the strange objects. But
sometimes cars have been blocked by UFOs landing on highways, or
hovering close to the ground. In other cases, cars have been stopped by
EM (electrornagnetie) interference with ignition.
If your car should be blocked or stalled, tension may prevent any
signaling efforts. But since you are unable to drive off, you might as well
try a signal-with a flashlight if your car lights are cut oft'.

Wasted Chances
From this impressive evidence, it appears that UFO operations are
moving into a new, significant phase. We may be not too far from actual
communication, with a chance of Ieaming what motives lie behind the
continued surveillance of this planet,
If so, we should not go on totally unprepared, as now. It should be
possible to work out a practical plan for speeding up any intended
communication.
The most obvious method would be to attempt sigI_aling during
close-range UFO approaches, but most witnesses in such cases have been
too frightened. Even when the UFO was not extremely close, and no
danger was indicated, many wimesses have simply frozen. Recently a
police chief watched a hovering UFO, about 700 feet above his
patrol-car, for over 10 minutes. Many other American-and
foreignobservers have likewise wasted the chance to try flashing a signal,
There still is no proof, or even strong evidence, of UFO hostility. The
increased cIose approaches and spotlighting of motorists and pedestrians
in isolated areas may be only to see our reactions, to learn if we have lost
some of our fear, or if we still panic-and in a few cases start shooting,

A U FO Answers
Fortunately, enough witnesses have attempted signaling to give as
some valuable evidence. In one case, a bank treasurer named Forrest
Ketstetter, driving with his wife, saw a large round object outlined by an
enormous row of lights. Approaching their car from the west, the UFO
hovered near a mountain treelirte. Kerstetter drove up the mountain, got
out and flashed signals with a spotlight-three shorts and a long. The row
of lights instantly went out, then a huge lower light flashed back the
same signal, five at six times.
In another case checked by NICAP, witnesses saw five centered UFO
lights flash on and off in sequenee-asin the famous Exeter sighting. One
witness, a former AF radar operator, used a flashlight for three
one-second signals. The UFO quickly retiaced its path and used its two
end lights to send the same signal, repeatedly,
If practical signaling plans were widely known, many hundreds of
signaling cases probably would be repaired. There would be some false
claims, but most could be weeded out.
The actual signaling steps are fairly simple. The big obstacle is the
fear, even panic, which close approaches often cause. But enough
witnesses have kept their heads to show that a signaling plan could work.
In one case, a Flying Tiger Airlines representative encountered a Iarge
UFO hovering just above a Massachusetts highway. Though admittedly he
was "a little afraid," he slowed his car, drove cautiously under the strange
object. Although he did. not think of attempting to signal, other
cool-headed close-encounter witnesses have done so.

Possible Risks
Whatever you do, don't get out of your car at this stage. Although no
serious radiation effects have been proved, UFO radiation has been
recorded in a few cases. Also, several witnesses who left their cars have
reported temporary numbness, excessive warmth, eye kritation, and
other effects-presumably caused automatically by the UFO, antlnot by
deliberate intent. Some reputable witnesses have reported closely
approaching hovering or landed UFOs, with no after effects, but there
still may be a risk-and such close approaches are not necessary to
signaling attempts.
Signaling efforts need not be confined to night time. Even in daytime,
a powerful spotlight can attract attention if beamed toward a UFO
several hundred feet away.
In general, the same signaling plan can be used by persons in open
areas, suN] as a farm or a camp, on a ship or a boat-in almost any
location where a UFO is relatively close and nat swiftly moving. There is
less opportunity aboard aircraft, because of the speeds and maneuvers,
though pilots have reported UFO answers to flashing aircraft lights.

From Signals to Messages
Obviously, this is only the fkst step in any signaling plan. To be
adopted seriously, on a wide scale, with organized collection, evaluation
and deciphering of apparently genuine messages it would almost
inevitably requke full official support if not control. N1CAP hopes to
seek suggestions from communication experts, linguists and others with
practical ideas for establishing slJch a system. We shall also try to increase
our records of authentic signaling incidents, to show the need for a
full-scale program.
By now, enough UFO responses to signals are on record to suggest a
vital conclusion: An apparent willingness to exchange communications
with us, If so, this could be of incalculable value. With enough varying
sisals, ctyptologists using computers might be able to decipher an actual
message-the first indisputable proof of intelligence linked with UFOs.
From tiffs, it mightr seem natttral to expect eventual verbal communications, but this may take time and according to some scientists it might
(Continued

on Page 7)
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EVIDENCE
OFGRAVITY SIGmINGS
FAA Personnel See Object Over Airport
WAVES
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By John B. Carlson, Department of Astronomy, University of Marylaad
NICAP Capital Area Subcommittee member,
A method of detecting massive significant cosmic events that also
tends to support Einstein's Theory of Relativity has been developed by a
University of Maryland physicist,
Dr. Joseph Weber announced that he finally has obtained convincing
evidence for the existence of gravitational xadiatinn -or gravity waves-an
effect predicted by Einstein's General Relativity Theory. This announcement, in the June 16 Physical Review Letters, was tile result of yeats of
painstaking work and technical improvement of Dr. Weher's gavitatinnal
radiation detectors. There is every indication now that many fascinating
discoveries will be made in the future with larger and improved detectors.
The theory postulates that certain massive objects in space occasionally emit "gravity waves'-somewhat
as stars emit light waves-and we
should he able to see these objects with a "gravity wave telescope."
Essentially, Dr. Weber has constructed history's first "telescope" for this
purpose and has been looking for things imagined and perhaps unimagirted in the heavens, much as Galileo must have looked at celestial
objects with his first telescope,
Dr. Weber's telescopes bear little resemblance to such optical
astronomical or even radio instruments. They are large aluminum
cylinders, the size of automobiles, witli equipment to measure vibrations
or shocks, and strain in the metal. The idea behind tile detector relies on
a gravitational wave from some source in space hitting this cylinder and
starting it ringing like a bell. The effect would be many times less than if
someone tapped the detector with a pencil,
The significant discovery is that several detectors (as many as four),
widely spaced, are yielding significant coincidences. For example,
something has excited vibrations in Chicago and Maryland at the same
time. It has been shown that the probability of these coincidences being
accidental or random is incredibly small. By careful tests and shielding, it
has been demonstrated that the signals detected are not seismic (due to

Tenn., was returning to a hangar on a ramp scooter _dth his helper,
young Gary L. Gardner, at 12:50 a.m., May 10, when they saw a light in
the sky.
"I turned the scooter around and drove to Cherokee Aviatinn's
hangar," Hupp, a Piedmont Airlines senior mechanic, said in his report to
David Kammer, Chakman of NICAP's Tennesse_ Subcommittee, "I
pointed the object out to two Cherokee employees who said they'd never
seen anything like it before."
Rushing to the FAA flight service station, the witness watched the
cylinder with "an orange ball of fire on the bottom" for about a minute.
The upper part of the UFO seemed to be constructed of bright metal,
"When it got halfway across the airfield it started zig-zagging and then
it sped up real fast and then it started climbing," Gardner said.
One of the FAA employees remarked that the object was probably a
reentering satellite. "If so, flupp countered, "it's the first one I've seen
that was ascending anti accelerating.'"
Returning to the Cherokee hangar, the mechanic saw another orange
liglit, which flew directly overhead, "ascending very rapidly." Happ and
three of his assistants saw the object, identical to the first one, through
binoculars. "We all agreed it wasn't any known aircraft, balloon or
helicopter," Hupp stated.
.
"
The FAA man said, however that the witnesses
had seen ¢_h gh fl ymg
military aircraft" (even though the tower operator told Hupp that the
FAA radar had not picked up the objects).
"I firmly believe that they [the UFOs] were nut anything he said
they were," Hupp argued, "as they made no sound and travelled at a
speed greater than any aircraft I have ever seen, including the F-104. All
four of us agreed that the FAA explanation was ridiculous."

Bo-bh objects

were Identical

earthquakes) or electromagnetic in origin. Hence, by a process of
elimination of all other known physical effects, Dr. Weber concludes that
there is very good evidence that he has indeed observed gravitational
radiation. Future detectors will be more directional and more powerful
and will involve the whole earth, the moon, and even the planets.
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Origin Theories
Where might be the origin of gravity waves in space? There are several
very intriguing possibilities. Any body in motion produces gravity waves;
only massive hodies in motion could produce even minutely detectible
amounts of gravitational radiation. Some possibilities are two massive
stars rotating around each other; a massive star rotating or pulsing; a
collapsing or exploding star or galaxy; or even the speculative phenomena
known as "Schwatzschlld Singnlarities"-strange gaps in space and time.
Another possibility involves the recently discovered pulsars. The
source of pulsars is now believed to be rotating neutron stars. These are
massive stars that have eonapsed to a diameter of a few miles, the
product of a "supernova" explosion in an advanced stage. Such a star is
like a giant atomic nucleus and a thimblethli would weigh tens of tons.
As it rotates, it releases pulses of radiatinn-a pulsar. It also should
theoretically be broadcasting gravity waves as welI as light and radio
pulses,
Dr. Weber believes he could build a detector to observe pulsars
unequivocally. He may now be observing pulsars, or perhaps the
supernova of exploding stars themselves. One final speculation involves
"star quakes." Some strange stars may be solid or crystalline in nature
and may actually undergo structural changes which might produce strong
enougil gravity waves to be detected,
In any event, Dr. WebeFs coincident events will provide a better test
for Einstein's theory and lies already opened a new "sense"-a window
through which we may observe the universe more clearly than ever
before,

_
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On July 30, 1968, in Claremont, N.H., a "hidden" sighting took
place; details came to light through NICAP's New Hampshire Subeommittee.
The couple involved were in the process of moving into a new home
and had worked late, retiring about 1:30 a.m. Their children were asleep
in a separate bedroom; a pet poodle was in their bedroom and a German
shepherd was in the garage. Lights outside the window attracted the
couple's attention. Thinking there was a display of Northern Lights, they
looked out but saw nothing. From another window, however, they saw
lights in the field behind the house, which they took to be people
walking around with flashlights; but closer inspection made them rea/ize
that something stranger than that was present.
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World War II "Foe-Fighter"

A round object with an "aim-like" projection downward was moving
slowly over the field, about ten feet above the ground. It emitted a wide
beam of light which lilunainated the _ound below it, and made a buzzing
sound like a transformer. The pet poodle was shaking and nervous; the
dog in the garage whined and whimpered. Having no telephone, the
witnesses were badly frightened,
For about two hours the object remained over the field, at a distance
of about 230 feet from the house. Then it began to glow brightly and
took off at an angle just over tire tree-tops. As it left it made a loud
humming noise; the dog in the garage whined loudly,
In the morning the two badly frightened witnesses reported the
incident to the police, who referred them to the Subcommittee.
Inspection of the field tire next day revealed no markings, and a gorger
counter indicated no unusual radioaelivity. The couple were reluctant
witnesses; they wished to remain anonymous. A separate report from a
totally independent witness supported their story.
This case also illustrates what Dr. Hynek has termed the "escalation
of hypotheses," by which UFO witnesses try to rationalize
experiences in conventional terms, but are unable to do so.
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Irish Witnesses prightened
It was 9:50 p.m., February 9, 1969, when agricultural adviser John J.
Shelley and his wife Catherine saw a LIFO 30 to 40 feet in diameter that
"dropped approximately 30,000 feet in four minutes." The couple were
d_iving near Muliinahone, County Tipperary, keland, when they observed,
the "orange and crimson light _fths'ng through a very small cloud."
The object was surrounded by a blue smoke-like vapor that
"completely obscured it." It hovered about t00 feet off the ground and
to the right of the automobile. Shelley stopped the car and got out for a
better look. The objeet's glow was "dazzlthg." The UFO dropped slowly
and moved slightly to the left and right.
"My wife got quite frantic and frightened and impinred me to drive
away at once, which I did," the witness reported to NICAP.
As the couple left, the UFO was either on or just above the ground.
Other reports from the month of May include the following: May 11,
Hampton, Va.; huge structured object hovered over woods. May 15,
Sarasota, Fla.; greenisli-white object that flared brightly and moved with
a "bobbing motion." May 17, Cecilia, Ky.; long UFO seen flying at an
estimated altitude of 450 feet. About 20 minutes later possibly the same
object was seen near Kings Mountain, N.C. May 31, near Kanawha City,
West Virginia; witness sees cigar descend behind some trees.
Although reports are still coming into NICAP headquarters with
regularity, we need all the high-quality reports members can send us. The
lack of publicity and the influence of the Condon report have obviously
deterred many witnesses from reporting their sightings,

R U _
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On a summer day in 1944, engineer Gregore Zmeuranu was near the
Vage refinery, Ploiesti, immediately following a bomb raid and "one of
the oil tanks was bum'ng ....'
"Then 1 noticed a pointed object conting from the north," Zmeuranu
reported. "It was yellow.., but with a whitish tail which, when it met the
clouds of smoke, seemed to shorten and vibrate in a strange way."
The witness said the UFO traveled at a high rate of speed. Over the
burning refinery it turned, stopped momentarily, then zigzagged toward
the north and disappeared.
"During a conversation with Gregore Zmeuranu," Hobana wrote, "he
specified that the object made a sharp turn of 180 degrees, and he gave
me names and addresses of a number of other witnesses."
NICAP has numerous reports, some of them from airline and military
pilots, of OFOs executing 90- and 180-degree turns, and many outstanding
World War II "foe-fighter" sightings are on file at NICAP and elsewhere.
(The book by N1CAP Assistant Director Gordon Lore and Harold
Deneault, Mysteries of the Skies, details many of these reports.)
Between 12 and 12:30 a.m. during the summer of 1955, _tr. and Mrs.
Dumitru Coco were near Faragas when they saw a blue saucer with
"whitish beams" about five feet in diameter.
"lt turned very quickly in the direelion of the mountain...," Coco
recalled. "It moved ... to the right with slight oscillations and did not turn
on its axis. It projected a bluish light with sliver-white rays which turned
to blue."

(Continued from Page 1)

After staying suspended two or three minutes over my head, it left...,
stopped for an instant, returned just over the national highway and
passed over a small wood. After this the light weakened."

and

suspended
in the air at 650 to 1000 feet altitude..,
and about 1500 to
which movedtotheeast,"Bitustatod."Suddenlythedlsestopped
] 000 feet from me. The diameter of the object was 20 to 25 feet and the
tail was almost the same length. The sides of the disc were red-almost
•
.
crimson-while
the tall, was the color of a butan e flam,C IP
After hovering for four minutes, the UFO turned left, stopped again,
then ascended and disappeared into the clouds.
At 7:30 a.m., December 10, 1967, psychologist Adina Paun saw a
bluish-green object with "luminous prickles" resembling "a lighted sea
"_trchin"over Bucharest. The witness said the UFO was between high and
low altitude cloud covers. The report opposed in tb_ May 23, 1968,
edition of Cutezatori£
Another sighting from the same paper occurred shortly before
midnight on an August evening in 1963 in the Giulesti district.
Virgil Gheorgldu was visiting a friend, Vasile Storia, when he saw two
large, luminous, round UFOs "with sharp contours" from his vantage
point
outside
Stofia's ofhome.
The objects
stopped
and hovered
between
the two
chimneys
a nearby
building.
Sto_ia's
niece, Cornelia,
responded
to Gheorghiu's
call. to move.., toward the north very slowly,
"The one
on the right began
and
to left,
tire stayed
right of
theAfter
building,"
Cornelia
stated.
"The disappeared
other, on the
still.
10 to 15
secondsStorJa
it suddenly
went out like an electric bulb. The night was very alear."

Tanker Captain Spots UFO
The January

4, 1969, edition of Magazin contained a report by

Nieolae Stethnescu, commander of the oil tanker Argos. Romania Libem
correspondent V. Popescu revealed the sighting, which occurred at
approximately 3:47 p.m. GMT, October 24, 1968.
"We were sailing on a calm sea in the Canal of Mozambique between
Madagascar and the east coast of Africa," Capt. Stefanescu stated.
"Suddenly
I lieardmeansomething
astonished incrythefrom
Anton,
who.., showed
sky.theI third
saw, officer,
coming St.
from
the
southeast, a lighted white object which was flying.., at very great speed.
As it came nearer it became a disc, half the diameter of the moon• It was
a very vivid yellow-orange color...,
emitting bluish-green rays from th_
center.
"After some seconds, the object suddenly stopped, rested...for several
moments, and then suddenly changed direction toward the east, almost
perpendicular to our course, and disappeared in space."
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ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
UFOs and Related Subjects: An An orated Bibliography. Lynn E
Catoe. Prepared by the Library or Congress, Science and Technology
Division. for the AF Office of Scientific Research, Office of Aerospace
Research. USAF. 412 pp. $3.50. Order from Superintendent of Doeumeats, U.S. Government Printing Office Washlugton, D.C. 20402.
This book constitutes the most comprehensive listing of UFO
literature, and books and magazine articles on related subjects, ever made
publicly available. There are over 2500 items gleaned from NICAP and
other organizations, and individuals from all over the world. Merely to
make these entries would have been a remarkable achievement, but the
document's major contribution lies in the brief factual descriptions added
by Miss Catoe to every item. This makes it possible for the student
interested in a specific aspect of the UFO problem, or a specificapproach
to it, to concentrate on his particular interest and omit materialoutside
tire scope of his work. The material is grouped by classifications, and an
author index is included. Miss Catoe is to be congratulated upon a
monumental accomplishment.

VIOLENT

UNIVERSE

Constant, violent explosions of stars and even whole galaxies in the
universe on a scale unimaginable to the layman should shatter any
existing notions that those night stars are calm and changeless,
"The Violent Universe," a fascinating 2_-hour program produced by
the Public Broadcast Laboratory of New York City and first shown over
National Educational Television (NET) stations on April 13, 1969, was
an eye-opener.
From observatories all over the world astronomers described their
current work and discussed the extraordinary series of astronomical
discoveries that have been made in the last few years Spee al attention
was given to the strange pulsars, whose existence was first recognized less
than two years ago, and to the even more baffling quasars. Of the latter
the commentator, Robert McNeil, said: "The quasars are such a puzzling
phenomenon that they may really lead us to revise our notion of the laws
of nature." The various theories that have been suggested to explain

QUARTERLY
SIGHTING
REPORT

interest,
C Cases:
or forPending
which additional
reports fordata
which
are additional
lacking. informatlon has been
requested, but not received. (Three months are allowed for receipt of such
information; if it is not received in that period, the sighting is filed in
either the general domestic or general foreign files.)
BX Cases: Sightings of either potential interest but lacking adequate
conclusive data, or of routine interest for which sufficient first-hand
information cannot justify an unequivocal "unexplained" classification
(as in A and B Cases).
B Cases: Sigh tings for which reasonably complete first-hand data were
received and for which no explanation is readily apparent.
A Cases: Sightings of an exceptionally high degree of strangeness for
which extensive first-hand information indicates no explanation.
It should be pointed out that a number of potentially "unexplained"
sightings are assigned to the general domestic (D) and general foreign (F)
files because additional information has not been forthcoming. In the
same manner, additional information on A, B, or BX Cases may justify a
reclassi_cation of these sightingsinto another category,

Classification
Explained (El
General Foreign {F)
General Domestic (D)
Pending (C)
BX Cases
B Cases
A Cases

power.

Explained

What is the significance of these discoveries to the UFO problem?
Obviously, they do not of themselves prove that intelligent extrater"r_lrlat intelligence has been reconnoitering earth. What they underline is
t_l_.,extreme youth of man's scientific knowledge, and the implied

INVESTIGATOR

NICAP has received references to 205 UFO _ighBng reports for the
period January-March,
1969. Sources include newspaper references,
letters describing sightings, and special reports from NICAP Subcommittees and special investigators.
The detail and quality of these primary references varies, and
additional data are sought only for those sightings for which sufficiently
signifieantand informative data are indicated.
From 205 sighting references for the period, 98 sightings were
considered promising enough to make further inquiries. From the 97
followups sent out, 55 produced positive returns. On tim basis of the
information it receives, N1CAP classifies its sigbting reports in the
foUowing manner:
E Cases: Sightings for which an explanation is readily apparent in the
original information, or for which an explanation is apparent upon
receipt of additional information. E Cases include both foreign and
domestic reports. (Domestic reports include sightings from the United
States, its possessions, and Canada.)
F Cases: General foreign sightings of either low-grade content or for
which additional information has not been fortlmoming.
D Cases: General domestic sightings, again of either low-grade

these new objects were also discussed.
"
But regardless of theories, there was no disagreement about the
violence of the universe. Stars explode in novae and supernovae, entire
galaxies explode, or collide with each other. If the "Big Bang"
cosmological theory is correct, the entire universe itself may have begun
with the most colossal explosion of all.
Endless battles are going on out there among the nuclear, magnetic,
and gravitational forces in the stars, and the resulting radiations pour out
along the entire electromagnetic spectrum, not only in the form of visible
light and radio waves, but as infrared and ultraviolet radiation, X-l:ays,
gamma rays, and the particles made and destroyed by these processes,
crossing galactic and intergalactic space in unimaginable quantities and

What Does It Mean?

1969/UFO

MONTHLY STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN

January Totals

Total
12
15
44
2
3
3
....

Foltowups
2
3
22
2
3
3

Returns
Special Reports
2
-1
t
13
3
--3
t
" ;3 _
2

79

35

22

7

3

1

1

1

General ForeigniF)
General Domestic ID)

10
44

1
22

1
7

1
2

Pending (C)
BX Cases
B Cases
A Cases

1
3
2
....

1
3
2

-3
2

----

cWtainty that other discoveries, sti_ more revolutionary, lie ahead, As for
our technology, its dizzying escalation in this century gives no sign of

February Totals

63

30

14

4

slowing down. As Dr. McDonald pointed out in his talk, it is less than 50
years since Robert H. Goddard sent the first liquid-fllel rocket to an
altitude of 184 feet; today's Saturn stands twice that high on the ground,
365 feet,
At the moment we are as far from harnessing the energies that boil

Explained
General Foreign (F)
General Domestic (O)
Pending (C)
BX Cases
B Cases
A Cases

5
5
41
1
5
6
....

2
1
21
-4
5

2
-9
-4
4

2
t
1
1
3
3

March Totals

63

33

19

11

205

08

55

22

through space as the savage is from making use of lightning. If we assume,
however, as most astronomers now say they do, that many races now
exist out there whose technological development began earlier than ours
and has progressed as rapidly, then it is not illogical to think that some of
them. may be able to use the energies that boil through the violent
universe a_ easily as we use electricity to power a toothbrush.

First Quarter Totals

UFO
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SIGNALS

not be possible.

FAA OPERATORS

(Continued
from Page 3)
According to Dr. J. Allen Hynek, AF UFO eonsaltant,

advanced civilizations may enrploy unt,sual communication
as telepathy. Dr. Paul Garvin, linguist for the Bunker-Ramo

metl,ods such
Corporation,

says that

from

space

beings

may

be so different

physically

Its that

TRACK UFO
An oval UFO that circled

low over an Air Force

base anti made an

conlnmnJcatioll
weald be very difficult-but
if they had vocal eordsand
other liuman-like
cliaracteristies
it would be more likely. Dr. William O.
Davis (already qnoted) believes tile space beings would probably learn the

instant 180-degree tnrn was tracked on radar and seen by two CAA (now
FAA) control tower operators
over Kirllaml Air Force Base, AIbuqnerque, N.M., on November 4, 1957.

Earth's laugnages
super-civilization,
take considerable

At 10:45 p.m., tile FAA men on duty, Riebard M, Kaser and Engene
G, Brinks, saw a light approaching
tbe end of tbe main east-west runway
at a steep angle. Thinking at first it was an expected (2-46, the witnesses

before attempting
verbal eOllllllUnieations.
Even for a
learning just the commonly used earth languages could
time.

However, a race able to achieve space travel, perbaps thousands
years ago, should be able to develop methods of full commnntcatloneven if not by the spoken word.

of

watcbed as it left the lloflnal runway flight lille and ctlt across rtlaway_,
taxtways, and unpaved areas, heading toward Ibe control tower at no
more than a few tens of feet altitude.

The first absolute proof of intelligent UFO signals would undonbtedly
forco an official attempt-even
a crash program-to
gain, as quickly as
possible, all tbe tremendously
valuable information
a super-civilization
couhl bnpart. If saeb a race wished, wo eonkl bridge a gigantic time-gap
and learn technologies,
control of disease, and tlie keys to great advances

Grabbing
binoculars,
Kaser and Brinks saw that the object was
elongated in tbe vertical direction, with a diffused white light at its base.
It was estimated to be 20 feet high. like "an atttomobile on end." It bad
no wings, no tail and no fuselage. The FAA men were convinced tbe
object was no conventional
aircraft.

now beyond our inmgination.
AmI long before
reasons for the UFO surveillance of Earth.

"There was no doubt in my mind that no aircraft I knew of then, or
ever operating since tben, would compare with it," Brinks told Dr. James
E. McDonald, who interviewed
the witnesses 12 years Inter.

this we would

learn tile

The Big Question
After

a period

of comtmmication,

ti_e next

step could

be an actual

confrontation
witb tile alien beings involved. There eoald be some
block-such
as a physical hmbigty
to exist on our planet. But the
increasing dose approaches
may mean that such meetings are possible,
with all tbe questions and softens decisions this would involve.
Here we come into the most controversial
phase of the entke UFO
problem-ACTUAL
CONTACTS WITfl SPACE BEINGS.
As the record will show, NICAP has never denied this possibility.
Considering
onr own pkmned space explorations,
it wonkl be rliticulous
to deny that oilier races coukl bay° landed on Earth. To date, we have
not found
any absolutely
proven claims of "eontaets"-face-to-face
meetings and discussions
witb alien beings. We have found numerous
hoaxes and have exposed some. But there are certain "eneoua|er"reports
(with no communication
claimed)
by apparently
reputabM
witnesses,
wllieb shmdd not be disregarded.
In the NICAP Special Publication,
UFOs: A New Look, we presented
several encounter
eases and seal° contaetee
claims, and also discussed the
qaestion,
"Are There UFO Occupants?"
Before then, and since, some of

The UFO reached a B-sg service pad in a restricted area about 3,000
feet from the control tower, It slopped ,_nd boy°red over ,Tn abandoned
machine-gun calibration
hunker for 20 to 60 so°orals. Then it moved to
the airfield's
eastern
boundary,
executed
a I80-degree
hlm, anti
disappeared
into the overcast. According to Project lllue Book, the UFO
aseemled at tbg incredible rate of 45,000 feet per minute.
For 20 minutes the object wa_ tracked on radar as it circled near the
Albnquerque
Low Frequency
Range Station. It reapproached
Kirtland
FieM, and trailed a (2,-46 bomber to the north, off tile radar scope.
Tile brcMent was first made public in tlle Condon report, which
accepted Project Blue Book's cortclusion
that the object was a "small,
powerful private aircraft,"
An Eat Air Force Base intelligence
officer,
who interviewed the witnesses two days after tlie sighting, had a different
conclusion,
fie said flint "the sighting and descriptions
conform to no
known criteria for identification
of OFOs."
Kaser and Brinks were
reportedly "quite am zsed" by BI e Book's explanation.
Tile sighting occurred during the height of the big Nov°arbor 1957
UFO "flap."

be°US
cas0anol,enspaee-b0ingsbooldeneouatered.
n,onlbe,sbave0skedwbattodoi,
AlliLIHESIGHTINGS
EXPECTED
A featumdengtb
discussion of this question is being prepared. We
hope to inelnde il in a fortlieonfing issue. Also, a number of contact anti
encounter
reports
will be discussed.
Tile article
will natuEally
be

The Air Line Pilots Association,
tile largest such organization
in tlle
world, has agreed to help NICAP in its searcb for verified UFO reports.
Member pilots not already aware of NICAP's standing and our factual

speetdat(on,
since we liar° no definite evktence
possibly involved in UFO operations,
, , , , *

investigations
will be informed of oar reliability. In relaying our reqnest
for reports,
ALPA will also repeat our promise to keep pilots' or
company names confidential,
Jr'so requested.
We expect, however, that a sizable number of airline pilots wig permit
the use of their names. Even when names cannot be used, the reports will
be of great importance since the main facts can be made public. Often,
such reports indicate otber witnesses who are willing to be quoted and
who sometbnes add valuable detags.

as to any space beings

The preceding material was written by the NICAP Direetor. While a
good ntmlber of our officials and members sbare tire views expressed, the
article sbould not be construed as reflecting the ideas of the entire staff
and Inembership.

We already

N th rl nds Gr
Asks Hearings
e

_

Oa
IInreaa

Jtlne 30 NOBOVO
of tile Netberlands)

Science

and EdueaBon

a

(laternatkmal
sent a letter

to ask bhn (i)

o

u

p

Unidentified
Flying Object
to tile Dutch Secretary
of

know a number

of airline

pilots

who have never publicly

a tliousand who liar° had hnpressive OFO encounters, hl addition, tbe
,eported
theirsightli,gs.
Ataconsorvativeesti,nate,
there nutst
least
head
of anolher
large aviation
organization
will probably
agree be
In at
similar
result coald
be other
a large
anlmmt groups
of impressive
new evidence. If th(s
aid The
to NICAP,
and stig
aviation
will be queried.
shoalil halqlen,
i( wonhl
deM a wrious hlow Io the skeplic_ and
debunkers.

to help arrange for a hearing on tbe

subject of OFOs before the Committee of Science anti Education of the
Dutch lions° of Representatives,
and (2) to consider the possibility of

USAF "Unknowns"

creating an official, nnbiased, scientific investigation
of UFOs in Holland.
NOBOVO, it softens OFO organizaBon,
wonM be glad to receive
copies of any news stories published in the U.S. about their request,
Their address is: MoleaeM Z.z. 69, Drachtea, The Netherlands,
Att. G. J,
Kok.

NICAP is compiling a list, from i 947 to date, of UFO sightings whicb
tile Air Force has classified as "unknown"
or unexplained.
If you bay°
queried the Air Force nbout individual sightings and bay° received letters
describing a given case as "unknown."
please senti us pbotocopies
or let
as borrow tbe letters.
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STRANGE
EFFECTS
FROM
UFOsMcDONALD
TALK
STRESSES
REPORT
The first of NICAP's special publications-Strange
Effects
From
UFOs-is
now being prepared
for the printer.
In exploring
various
puzzling aspects of the UFO problem, the publication
presents detailed
reports
of unusual
physical effects, many of them occurring
during
close-range encounters with unknown flying objects.
Three general areas will be covered-physiological
effects, physical
evidence, and anbnal reactions. There are also frequent E-M interference
cb_aeteristics.
NICAP hopes to publish a future E-M effect publication.
The physiological
effect eases include witnesses feeling heat; being

llighly interesting case histories that leave little doubt of UFO reality,
and restrained
speculation
on wi_y fifes
have not contacted us, were
among the highlights of a speech by Dr. James E. McDonald, University
of Arizona atmospheric
physicist, in Washington, D.C., on June 10, 1969.
Dr. MeDonald was in Washington on other business and kindly gave
our local members this opportunity
to hear a most stimulating
talk by
one of tile few real experts in the field of OFO research.
The
NICAP-sponsored
talk was entitled:
"UFOs-Unsolved:
A Scientific
Challenge."

burned; numbness; temporary
blindness; and unconsciousness.
(We wish
to stress, however, that none of the observers suffered serious permanent
injuries, and these effects should not be construed as evidence of UFO
hostility),
The physical evidence cases include reports of damaged and scorched
trees and bushes; crushed foliage; burned ground and road areas; and
holes and impressions in ground and road areas. There were also reports
of solid objects, such as yard utensils, reeks, and logs, being disturbed,
Effects on such animals as cattle, horses, dogs, cats, birds and even
chickens wilt also be discussed.

Dr. McDonald first cited examples from "scientific history's catalog
of unconscionably
closed minds," such as Lord Kelvin's opinion that the
discovery
of X-rays was an elaborate
hoax, astronomer
Simon Newcomb's mathematical
"proof" that heavier-than-air
machines could never
fly, and other dogmatic assertions about "impossible"
acbievements and
"nonexistent"
phenomena.
The latest example of such elosed-mindedness:
scientists have been
trying for 22 years to convince the Air Force that the UFO problem is a
trivial matter;
the Condon
Report,
unequivocally
endorsed
by the
National Academy of Sciences, is the net result.

Other eharaeterisfes
include a few reports of excess radioactivity
(again, there have been no severe effects to humans); an overturned horse
and wagon; a truck that was displaced; and ears rocked by OFO blasts.
Cases range from 1969 eases back to earlier reports of unusual
interest,
some not previously
published,
others with new significant
details. Most of the more "classic" cases (e.g., Socorro, N.M., 4/24164)
will not be covered in detail because of their wide exposure elsewhere.
Instead,
newly-revealed,
highly
interesting
reports
will receive top
coverage,
A comprehensive
chronology of reports from approximately
30 states
and 10 foreign countries will also be included. There will be discussions
as to how effects might be caused and individual ease reactions from
scientists. Numerous witness sketches and possible photographs
will also
be used.

Dr. blaDe,aid
then discussed a number of cases in tile Condo, Report
which he himself had checked, interviewing
witnesses, examining Blue
Book files, and analyzing tile Report's "explanations"
from the scientific
viewpoint. Dissenting vigorously from the conclusions
in the Report, be
stressed the importance
of file UFO problem as an on-going challenge to
the scientific community.
As an example of the strong cases that continue
to be reported by
reliable witnesses, Dr, McDonald gave further details of the [Iavasu Lake
report of Marell 17. 1969 (s_e hJvesttgator,
May 1969, p. 4) of tile
air-to-air sighting of a formation of objects seen below an airplane. (tfis
personal investigation
also revealed that the alleged "eonflrnmtion"
of
tbe story by two commercial pilots near Phoenix had no basis in fact.)

Order blanks

for the new publication,

which will compare

with UFOs: A New Look, are enclosed. The price in tile U.S. is $3.00;
Canada and Mexico, $3.50; foreign, $4.00.
We expect enough orders from members in July to cover the cost of
the first printing,
floweret,
cheeks will not be deposited
until this
amount
is received. We are abning at an approximate
mailing dale of
September 1.
Please inform interested friends of this new, important publication.

Other

NICAP

Questions

in makmJp

_
_Puhlication_
_.....

Audience
Asked about

and Answers

qneslions
brought interesting comments from tile speaker.
the Russian attitude toward OFOs, he said that be had sent

practically
all of his material to
received little or nothing in relurn.

the private Moscow group, but bad
A number of Russian astronomers, he

said, seem to accept the explanations
put forth by Dr. Menzvl,
Answering
the question,
"Why don't these extraterrestrials
make
contact with us. especially with some scientific group?", Dr. McDonald
stressed that idle speeulafion is unfruitful.
He pointed out, however, that
oase_ have bean reported where lights have been flashed at UFOs by
witnesses, with apparent response.
But human beings never think of

NICAP's previous publications,
UFOs: A New Look and The UFO
Evidence, remain important reference works.
UFOs: A New Look includes: 1, The UFO Revolution.
II. Extrater-

communicating
with the population
of an anthill. Or suppose tbat an
Australian
aborigine saw big silver birds in the sky; when be learned that
there were men inside the objects, he might wonder why tile men didn't

restrials-Suggested
Motives and Origins. lit. Vehicle Pacings and Encounters.
IV. Close-range
Sightings;
Structural
Details. V. Scientific
Support; Congressional
tlearings. VI. Landings; PhysicalTraces.
VII. Are
There UFO Occupants?
VIII. The Colorado Project. Price; U.S. $3.00;
Canada and Mexico $3,50; Foreign $4.00.
The UFO Evidence
covers sightings from all over the world by
military and airline pilots, radar and control tower operators, scientists,
and many other reliable citizens.
Besides first-hand
details of such
sightings, it contains special sections on Problems and Dangers, and a
Chronology.
It has been widely acclaimed by aviation editors, members
of Congress, pilots, press media,.and the general poblie. Price: U.S. $5.00,
Canada aml Mexico $5.50, Foreign $7.00.
If you already have these ptlblicalions,
please reconmlond
tbenl to
friends interested in tile UFO subject,

come down to trade nose-bones with bis tribe.
Another interesting possibility was suggested by a NASA official: an
expert
anthropologist
might be able to carry out all his study of a
newly-discovered
primitive culture in such a wa_' that the tribe would not
even realize they were being studied. By ana[ogy, the UFOs may be using
teehniques of this kind to study us, and would accordingly avoid a formal
declaration of their purpose.
In reply to questions about UFO propulsion,
Dr. McDonahl said that
most of tile theories so far submitted
are "utterly
unreasonable."
Tile
range of propulsion
phenomenology
is so wide that it compels one to
think that there must be many mod_s of propulsion. UFOs are sometimes
silent, sometimes noisy; tbey may create strong air disturbance,
as in th_
Iqylln case, or no giMutbance at all, a,ttu Ilia sigblinlt by two bunters in a
duck blind, who watched a lifo inane,vet for 30 ulinntes arouml a daul
structure. The men tohl Dr. McDonald that the most striking feature of
file event, to them, was that although the object was close to tile water
most of the time, there was not the slightest ripple on tile surface.

On The Co.don

Report

Articles and stories in Science. Feb. I4, 1969;PopldarScience,
1969; Book World, Feb. 28 and May 4, 1969; Science Digest,
1969; The Nation, Jan, 27, t 969; Electronic Design, Feb. I, 1969.

Dr. McDonald said he is not in personal touch with any work on
antigravity.
He does know a group of hard-headed
scientists, however,
April
March

who work for a major aerospace firm and have been studying UFOs for
soule time, in hopes of figuring out the propulsion methods. "But I don't
think," he added, "that tbey are very dose to the answer."

